MILE HIGH GREAT PYRENEES SPECIALTY - CONF/OBED
Wednesday, May 2nd 2018
Judge: Mr. Keith Savage

Dogs 12 Mos. & Under 15 Mos.
1/RW  GUARDIAN OF THE HIVE AT SHADY HILL - Kathy Liles, Peter Sannicandro
2  STARMOUNTS TJ FOR SHORT - Pamela Butler
3  KAROLASKA THE NORTHWEST EXPLORER - Kimberly Kentopp
4  RIVERGROVES JOURNEY TO THE SUMMIT - John Payne, Audra Payne

Bred by Exhibitor Dogs
1/BOBBBE PYRCOUNTRY-D'LYTES HIGH SOUTH'S PHOENIX - David Daugherty, Darla Daugherty, Ashley Houk, Michele Miller
2  LECTEUR'S I GOT RHYTHM - Lauren Hull, Lucas Hull
3  Pyrsrus Excalibur’s True and Divine Glory - Roland Trinka
4  R PYR HUMBLE AND KIND! - Terrie Strom

Open Dogs
1/W/BW/B  VI'SKALY'S HARLEM SHAKE. - Nina Danielesson
2  L'ANTRE DU PATOU'S ALIEN - Desiree Davis Agent: Jeri El Dissi AKC Registered Handler
3  R PYR APACHE SMOKE OF WAR-CRY - Terrie Strom, Leslie Guidera

Puppy Bitches 9 Mos. & Under 12 Mos.
1/BP  PYRCOUNTRY-D'LYTE'S TEQUILA MKS HER CLTHS FALL OFF - Julie A Crouch, Michele Miller, David Daugherty, Darla Daugherty
2  PYRCOUNTRY-D'LYTES SHAMELESSLY AWESOME - Michael Alpert, Sherry Alpert, David Daugherty, Darla Daugherty, Michelle Miller Agent: David, Darla Daugherty

Bitches 12 Mos. & Under 15 Mos.
1  KAROLASKA LILLY OF THE VALLEY - Alan Bornstein, Judy Bornstein, Kimberly Kentopp
2  R PYR KIBO - Valerie Austin, Terrie Strom
3  STARMOUNT'S PYRWINKS PROUD SALIX - Joann Winks, Michael Winks

Bred by Exhibitor Bitches
1/W/JAM  KAROLASKA ANGELS MIDNIGHT SERENADE - Kimberly Kentopp
2/RW  CROSS TIMBERS FLEUR-DE-LIS - Gregory Mills, Karol Mills
3  SHADEE HILL JET'AIME A LA FOLIE - Kathy Liles
4  PYRCPOUNTRY- D'LYTE'S SOMETIMES I'M TIPSY - Michele Miller, David Daughtery, Darla Daughtery

American Bred Bitches
3  IMAC'S ALICE THRU SUEPYR'S LOOKING GLASS - Sue Cole, Edina Hood
2  Pyrsong's Lyrics of Love - Joy Mcgary, Francisco A Salas
1  KAROLASKA ELEGANCE BY MIDNIGHT - Wendy Olson, Kimberly Kentopp

Open Bitches
1  CHARBONNEAU'S ALL SMOKE AND MIRRORS - Tamra Green, Sonya Green

Veteran Dogs 7 Yrs. & Under 9 Yrs.
1  GCHS MOJAVE RENEGADES BLUTES OF LOEHR CGC CGCU - Elisabeth Ann Drew, Kimberly Burns

Veteran Bitches 7 Yrs. & Under 9 Yrs.
1/SEL/BVET  GCH RIVERGROVES SKY'S THE LIMIT - John R Hanover Agent: Jeri El Dissi
Best of Breed Competition
OS  GCHS RIVERGROVES DESIGNED TO FINISH - John Payne, Audra Payne, Alexis Harman
JAM/BOBOH CH RIVERGROVES GAME ON PCD BN RN TKN CGCA - Jo Stubbs
SEL  GEYSERCREEK STARMOUNT'S TAG I'M IT - Pamela Butler

MILE HIGH GREAT PYRENEES CLUB OBEDIENCE
Judge: Susan Oviatt-Harris

Novice Class B
188/1  CH RIVERGROVES GAME ON PCD BN RN TKN CGCA - Jo Stubbs

Beginner Novice B
195/1  CH TIMBERBLUFFS GWYNIVERE GARNETS GLOW RN CGCA -- Liane and David Berg

Preferred Novice
170/1  ONIEDA'S MAY WHINE CD BN RA CA THD CGCA CGCU TKI - Judith Skorup, Dianne Skorup

GPCA RALLY TRIAL 2
Judge: Karen Lamb

Rally Novice B
80/1  CH R PYR STRONGSKY ALL SUMMER LONG! CGC CGCU THDN TKN - Tommy Dickey and Terrie Strom
79/2  REFLECTION FARM'S DAYDREAM BELIEVER - Erina Fitzgerald, Richard Fitzgerald, John Hanover, Joan Hanover
70/3  CH SANCHOR THUNDER N CHARBONNEAU - Tamra Green

Rally Intermediate
88/1  GCH CH RIVERGROVES SECRET OF RED'S FIERY REFLECTION RN CGC TKN - Erina Fitzgerald, Richard Fitzgerald, John Hanover, Joan Hanover

Rally Advanced B
93/1  CH TIMBERBLUFFS GWYNIVERE GARNETS GLOW RN CGCA - Liane and David Berg
76/2  PYRVIEMONSIEUR DEBONNAIRE CD BN RE TKN CGCA - Pam Doedli

Rally Excellent B
79/2  PYRVIEMONSIEUR DEBONNAIRE CD BN RE TKN CGCA - Pam Doedli
74/3  ONIEDA'S MAY WHINE CD BN RA CA THD CGCA CGCU TKI - Judith Skorup, Dianne Skorup
88/1  TIMBERBLUFFS ENCHANTMENT OF EMERALD ISLE BN RA CGC. WS52948203. 1/13/16. Brdr: Desiree Davis, James Davis, GCHP CH RIVERGROVES CHATEAU DE CASTELNAU - CH RIVERGROVES Briolette Diamonds Reflection CD RAE OCD BN CAA CGCA. Owners: Desiree Davis, James Davis (Great Pyrenees - G)